DIY
MULTISURFACED
SHIPLAP WALL

DIY MULTISURFACED SHIPLAP WALL
AT HARPER’S PRESERVE
Designed By: Sarah Ciesla for HistoryMaker Homes

Supplies:
• Stain
• Nails
• Mirrors – height should be larger than the size of boards used – the
boards will slightly overlap above and below the mirrors to conceal the
edges (a glass / mirror company can custom cut to desired size)
• Mirror Adhesive
• Strong Adhesive Tape
• Wood – we used 8-foot 1” x 6” kiln-dried cedar so there was minimal
warping. To figure out about how much wood you’ll need, measure the
space that you want to cover. For example, if one wall is 10 feet wide and
8 feet tall, that translates to 80 square feet or 11,520 square inches.

Tools:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miter Saw
Jigsaw
Measuring Tape
Nail Gun
Nails
Level
Speed Square
Sponge Paint Brushes

Step by Step:
Step 1: Attach the Mirrors to the Wall
1. Map out the wall design where you want the mirrors placed. We removed the baseboard, so that the first board is flush against the flooring
– either start at the floor or at the ceiling to calculate where each row
of boards will fit, then decide where and how many mirrors you want to
mix in.
2. Once mirror placement has been decided, in pencil, draw a line around
the mirror, using a level to ensure the lines are level.
3. Place a board against the wall just below the spot where you plan to
glue your mirror. If possible, the board should be long enough that its
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top edge will support the mirror when it’s in position on the wall. To hold
the board in place, screw or nail it into place (since the entire wall will be
covered with boards, a few extra holes will get covered up!).
4. Place the lower edge of the mirror on the board at a location you’ve
chosen for the mirror. Have someone hold the mirror in place while you
check it with a level.
5. Apply the glue on the mirror back at least 1-inch in from the mirror’s
outer edge. Run a bead of glue all the way around the mirror, along with
several beads in its middle. That should be enough glue to hold the mirror to the wall.
6. Hold the mirror in place just over the pencil lines you made on the wall.
When the mirror is in place, with the penciled lines inside the edges of
the mirror and the bottom mirror edge low enough that it will rest on
the board, press the mirror against the wall with its bottom edge resting
over the top edge of the board.
7. Use masking tape strips to hold the mirror in place while it dries. After
24 hours, the glue should be set. You can then remove the board and
the masking tape strips.
Step 2: Stain and Attach the Board
1. Pick your stain colors - we used three different
shades to give some variety and depth. The
shades were similar enough that no one color
jumped out. Here is the list that was used, but
you can use more colors and / or go darker or
lighter! We used the Minwax brand, all water-based colors:
• Honeydew
• Charcoal Gray
• Desert Sand
2. Make a work/stain area. You can use a table with plastic over it. You’ll
want to stain outside because the fumes like to wiggle their way into
material, and you probably don’t want your house smelling like a stain
factory. Let the wood sit overnight to dry.
3. Figure out board placement / layout so that colors are mixed.
4. The boards that will go above and below the mirror rabbet the underside so that the boards support the mirror over time and conceal the
edges (see image on next page).
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5. Start cutting pieces to length and
nailing or screwing them to the
wall. We started from the top and
worked our way down. Be sure to
measure the length and use your
level every couple of pieces to be
sure you are working in a horizontal straight line. From this point on,
you are on repeat. Just keep cutting, measuring and nailing until
your walls are covered.
6. Add painted trim at the edges, so
you have a nice finished edge. We
used the charcoal color stain on the
edge pieces, so it would tie in with
some of the stained boards on the
wall.

Tips for Cutting Around Outlets:
• Be sure to remove the outlet plate.
• Cut your piece to the full length that you need. Measure from A to B and B
to D on the wall and mark on the back side of the piece. Then measure for
the length for C and mark. Remember to mark opposite ends (illustrated
below) because you will be flipping it back over. Cut out with a jigsaw.
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Concept Drawing:
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